The travel package mentioned above includes:
 Accommodation from July 27 to 31 (4-Star Hotels) in
Double/Twin rooms
 All transportation by private VIP Universe Bus
 Meals: Daily breakfasts in the hotel, 3 Lunch and 4 Dinner
(Dinner will not be provided on the arrival day (July 27) to those
who arrive after 7pm)
 Entrance fees to all sightseeing visits as mentioned above
 Airport pick-up and drop-off on the dates as mentioned above
 English speaking guide during tours
 Grand Gala Dinner

The travel package mentioned above DOES NOT include:
 Air tickets (guests must arrive on July 27 to one of the two
Bangkok Airports: Suvarnabhumi Airport, Don Mueang
International Airport
 Visa
 Travel Insurance (parents, students and teachers MUST
purchase travel insurance in their home country)
 Soft Drinks, beer and wine during the meals
 Tips and personal expenses
 Any meals and tours outside of the itinerary

Terms and Conditions
1. The organiser reserves the right to admit or refuse entry to any person at any
time.
2. The organiser reserves the right to request check of Student ID/Passport and
Visa.
3. The organiser reserves the right to charge for the amount of the full duration of
package as reserved, for any cancellation of package done on or after 29th May
2018.
4. Should there be a no-show for confirmed reservation; a charge for full package
will be levied as no-show charge. Thereafter, the organiser reserves the
exclusive right to release and resell the package.
5. The organizers reserve the right to make changes to the event program.
6. The Organiser shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury sustained as a
direct or indirect result of the IJMO 2018.
7. IJMO organisers shall not be liable for any loss, damage or injury sustained that
may have resulted from the activities during IJMO 2018.
8. The Organiser shall have the final decision and reserve the right to change the
Terms and Conditions without prior notice.
9. By attending IJMO 2018, the attendees agree to the Terms and Conditions.

Wat Benchamabophit (Marble Temple)
One of the most beautiful temples in Bangkok, Wat
Benchamabophit is also known as the “Marble
Temple” and is a major tourist attraction.
The temple is a great example of Bangkok’s
architectural style with its multi-tiered roofs,
elegant bird-like decorations (chofahs) at the top of
the temple roofs and the stunning gold carvings.
There is a large stone lion on either side of the
entrance, guarding the temple.
Inside you will see a magnificent Sukhothai-style
Buddha statue, which is a copy of the original Phra
Buddha Chinnarat that resides in Phitsanulok in
northern Thailand. You will also get to see 52
Buddha images from different periods and a Bodhi
tree brought over from Bodhgaya in India, where
Buddha reached enlightenment

Wat Suthat
The Wat Suthat is one of the most
important and one of the oldest temples
of the Rattanakosin era in Bangkok. It is
one of the six temples in Thailand of the
highest grade of the first class Royal
temples.
Magnificent murals in the viharn:
The long walls of the viharn contain
magnificent mural paintings telling the
stories of the previous lives of the Buddha.
Some also show scenes of daily life in the
Rattanakosin era. These murals and those
in the Grand Palace are some of the best
and most extensive to be found in
Thailand.

Wat Saket (Golden Mountain
Temple)

Wat Saket, which is also known as The
Golden Mountain, is a historical temple in
the heart of Bangkok.
It was previously called Wat Sakae, the
name was changed to Wat Saket during the
reign of King Rama I. The Golden Mount,
built under the rule of King Rama V, is 77
meters tall and at the top reside many of
Buddhist relics found at Kapilavastu ancient
city.
Some other interesting things in this Bangkok
temple are the many Buddha images, the
temple hall, the pagoda, the scripture hall,
and the Sri Maha Bodhi tree. This is another
place you should not miss when you visit
Bangkok. And it is for free!

Elephant & Dance in Nong Nooch
Village
Enjoy the elephant show, with the
unexpected talent, in sports and
dancing in the field of elephant
show.

Watch the great and beautiful
contemporary Thai cultural
performance. Delicate style of
dance alternated with a strong
aggressive martial arts and the
beautiful elaborate stage
harmonized with the costume within
each performance.
Nong Nooch Tropical Garden, the
beautifully landscaped private park
offers a glimpse of multiple themed
gardens on shaded elevated
walkways. The tropiary garden, the
orchid nursery, a recreation of
Stonehenge and more!

Wat Yansangwararam
Wat Yansangwararam (Wat Yan)
was built in 1976, and although it is
relatively modern it is one of the
most significant temples in the
Pattaya area because it comes
under the patronage of His Majesty
The King.
It contains many priceless Buddhist
relics, said to belong to Buddha and
his disciples, and a replica of
Buddha’s footprint.

Floating Market in Pattaya
Covering an area of 100,000sqm, the Four
Regions Floating Market is separated into
four sections – each representing and selling
items from the 4 major parts of Thailand
(north, northeast, central and south).
Expect to find many eateries, fruit stalls,
souvenir shops and some art galleries. There
is also a cultural show every afternoon. The
350 million baht market has over 114 shops
and water vendors selling authentic Thai
food, desserts and specialties from all over
the kingdom.
Travel by a man-powered boat to get
around and discover the richness of the
surrounding Thai architecture and riverside
life.

Ripley’s Believe it or not
Think you’ve travelled the world and know it like
the back of your hand? Well, think again.
Everything you see at Ripley’s Believe It or Not!
in Pattaya will challenge your thoughts and
perceptions of the world – the one that you
already know and one that you still have yet to
know.
Housed on the third floor of Royal Garden Plaza,
the Ripley’s museum features more than 300
exhibits inside 10 individually themed galleries
inspired by Robert Leroy Ripley’s books “Believe
It or Not!”. Designed to balance among the
three elements – strange, shocking and
beautiful – the museum will blow your mind
away with objects and people you never
thought existed on this planet. And if you leave
the museum doubting whether what you’ve just
seen actually exist in real life, you haven’t seen
enough of the world yet

